
1. Title of research project
Radio jets and bubbles from a rare Type 2 quasar in a brightest cluster galaxy

2. Academic level (Masters or PhD)
MSc

3. Supervisor’s title and full name
Dr Matt Hilton

4. Co-supervisor’s title and full name
Dr Kenda Knowles (UKZN)
Prof Kavilan Moodley (UKZN)

5. Supervisor’s university
University of KwaZulu-Natal

6. Overview and aims of the research project (maximum 300 words)
We have been awarded JVLA time to search for radio emission associated with a Type 2 quasar 
hosted by the brightest cluster galaxy (BCG) of the cluster ACT-CL J0320.4+0032 (J0320) at z = 
0.384. J0320 is one of only a handful of BCGs known to host a Type 2 quasar, and presents a rare 
opportunity to understand the role played by quasar-mode feedback on the intracluster medium 
(ICM). Our Chandra and XMM-Newton observations reveal the presence of a shock or cold front 
feature within 35 kpc of the BCG, which Hubble Space Telescope observations have shown has a 
double nucleus. We also see hints of cavities in the X-ray emission, which could be associated with 
past or present AGN activity. We will use JVLA to map the cluster in the L and C bands, in order to 
search for evidence of jets or bubbles associated with the quasar, and determine the effect of any 
outflows on the ICM.

7. Relevance of the research proposed to the priority areas of MeerKAT and / or SKA – refer 
to the application guide (maximum 200 words)
This research is not directly linked to a MeerKAT Large Survey Project, but it is the kind of science 
that can be done using a serendipitous survey with MALS or MIGHTEE, or our planned MeerKAT 
clusters observing programme (MHERGERS; see Knowles et al. MeerKAT 2016 workshop 
proceedings). As an MSc project, this would be good training before looking at a larger cluster 
sample with MeerKAT at PhD level.

8. Research work breakdown
a. Research work structure for Year 1 (100 to 200 words) 

• Literature review of galaxy clusters and radio galaxies/quasars in brightest cluster galaxies 
(BCGs).

• Review of the available multiwavelength data on J0320 (HST imaging, reduced 
Chandra/XMM-Newton data from our programmes).

• Processing and analysis of our proprietary JVLA radio data
• Interpretation of the results, in the context of the combined X-ray/radio/optical data, and 

possibly informed by results of hydrodynamical simulations (to be provided by collaborators
in Liverpool/Manchester).

b. Research work structure for Year 2 (100 to 200 words) 
• Publish results as a paper in MNRAS and write up the thesis.

c. Research work structure for Year 3 (100 to 200 words)
• N/A (MSc project)



9. Availability of required data / access to required equipment / availability of research 
facilities and other resources required (maximum 200 words)
The cluster is due to be observed with JVLA in the current semester. We have already obtained X-
ray data with Chandra and XMM-Newton; the data are already reduced. Archival HST imaging is 
also available, as well as SALT spectroscopy. The student will be provided with necessary 
computing facilities. UKZN also has a HPC facility if required 
(http://www.acru.ukzn.ac.za/~hippo).
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